THINKFUN® VALUES

ThinkFun® games are all about fun, healthy brain play. For kids, they’re about solving challenges and having fun. For adults, they’re about brain aerobics and re-learning how to take risks. For seniors, they’re about keeping mentally fit while connecting back to kids. ThinkFun® games are great for everyone!

Please visit
www.ThinkFun.com
for more mind challenging fun!

Easy Storage

When you are finished playing, just remove the “square” side of the cube and place the five puzzle pieces and this instruction booklet inside for easy storage.

Need some help? (Open to see the solutions...)
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This puzzle was invented by Henry Adams.
Please retain this information for future reference.
MADE IN CHINA, Xi’An, Dongpin.
Can you solve ALL 6 sides?

TO PLAY:
• Choose a puzzle side to play
• Arrange all 5 puzzle pieces within the polygon frame
• Once you’ve solved the challenge, choose a new side and play again!
• Have Fun!

Puzzle Solutions

About the Inventor

Adams Cube was invented by Henry Adams, a self described "architectural inventor entrepreneur." Adams created his Cube in 1975, and sold the puzzle through game and museum stores across America. It is a beautiful puzzle, and Adams has reissued it through ThinkFun to delight a new generation of puzzle lovers.

INCLUDES:
5 puzzle pieces • 1 six-sided puzzle cube
Instructions and solution booklet